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The Legal Outsourcing Network®
Taran Virtual Associates (“TVA”) is The Legal Outsourcing Network®. Our clients are
lawyers who maximize their profitability by outsourcing court appearances, discoveries,
drafting and research to our network of contract lawyers on a flexible assignment-byassignment basis. Since 1997, TVA has brought outsourcing to the practice of over
1,00 lawyers across Canada.
Maximize your profitability and increase the pleasure you derive from practicing law by
delegating work to our expanding network of lawyers. Our hourly rates are deliberately
set below market allowing you to gross up the fee and earn a profit on outsourced
work. You will gain the flexibility to focus your efforts on the tasks you enjoy, and
increase your effective hourly rate by leveraging your time and minimizing time written
off.
TVA’s network of over 90 contract lawyers range from a 1965 year of call to new calls
who possess expertise in virtually every area of law. TVA’s most experienced contract
lawyer is a retired judge who is available to fine-tune your submissions. Virtual
Associates® contract lawyers all practice in Canada and carry professional liability
insurance. Our selective recruiting process ensures instant access to highly skilled
lawyers whenever you need them. Our project management team ensures your projects
are always completed on time and within budget by the lawyer best suited to the
assignment.
TVA is continually expanding to meet the needs of our clientele. We are your source
for Barbara Legate’s precedents for personal injury lawyers, TVA’s customized
Wrongful Dismissal Report and an expanding collection of precedents including a
factum on summary jugment. We also assist with research and drafting for legal
publications and speaking engagements; manage privacy law compliance projects;
perform due diligence background checks; conduct U.S. legal research; create
demonstrative evidence aids for use at mediations and trials; and code documents for
privilege and relevance in class actions and other document intensive litigation.

Virtual Associates®

Virtual Associates® contract lawyers simulate your own full-time associates; just as
virtual reality emulates reality. However, Virtual Associates® contract lawyers require
no overhead and will provide assistance only when needed. You can outsource as
much or as little legal work as frequently or infrequently as your practice dictates.
This concept of “just-in-time hiring” gives you the flexibility to keep your practice
lean through both its peaks and valleys. Virtual Associates® contract lawers use
technology to deliver instantaneous and seamless responses when on-site meetings
are not required. We can tackle any size project within any budget. The variety of
work that you can outsource includes:














Litigation
Corporate Commercial
Legal research
 Prepare for negotiations
Interview clients and witnesses
 Draft documents
Drafting
 Incorporations
Small Claims Court matters
 Minute book reviews
Motions
 Assist with due diligence
Examinations for discovery
 Assist on closings and other
Conduct or assist at mediations,
transactions
 Conduct searches and registrations
arbitrations, trials and appeals
Assessments
 Prepare income tax documents
Examinations in aid of execution  Provide opinions
Carriage of entire matter
Summarize clinical notes and records
Organize pleadings medical briefs
Submissions fine-tuned by retired judge

Examples of work that has been outsourced to Taran Virtual Associates:
 Legal research: opinions, memoranda of law and/or summary of cases found
 Constitutional challenge using a team of senior and junior Virtual Associates®
contract lawyers
 Bringing and defending interim injunctions
 Full carriage of action including conduct of trial
 Assisting authors with drafting for updates of legal publications
 Reviewing and providing opinions on corporate agreements
 Management of a lawyer’s practice over an extended period of absence
 Drafting facta within 24 hours for emergency motions
 Trial preparation

The Lawyers
Our team has conducted hearings at a variety of administrative tribunals,
and appeals at every level of court including the Supreme Court of
Canada. TVA’s most experienced contract lawyer is a retired judge who
is available to fine-tune your submissions. Below are a few profiles:
Bar
1965
1966
1979
1980
1988
1998
2001
2002
2003
2003
2004
2006
2007
2009
2011
2014
2014
2015

Profile
Retired Justice of the Superior Court of Justice of Ontario;
Justice for over 20 years; Judicial Advisory Committee and
Regional Senior J.
Civil Litigator with emphasis on Personal Injury; over 40 yrs in
practice (Plaintiff); LL.M. Business Law
Former General Counsel of worldwide IT company for over 25
years; LL.M.; published author
Legal research and writing exclusively for over 30 years; LL.M.;
several published articles; clerked at ONCA
On team of Canada’s largest patent infringement actions in
Federal Court; trusted advisor, counsellor and expert negotiator;
practiced at Lang Michener; called in ON and AB; LL.M.
Formerly at Torys and Goodman & Carr; lecturer and panelist at
various law schools and conferences
Updates leading Estates and Tax Law texts; formerly at BLG
Previously with Dept. of Justice; legal policy drafting and speech
writing for senior officials; published author; Russian translator;
scholarships for academics achievements
Prolific author in Family and Criminal Law; LL.M. and Ph.D.
Established precedent law in the ONSupCtJus and the WSIB;
strategic business advice to corporate clients; lead counsel on
multi-million dollar commercial disputes
Exceptional legal researcher; former teaching assistant and
professor; graduated with First Class Standing
Clerked at ONCA; LL.M. Yale; Ph.D. (Yale)
Articled at Miller Thomson; Adjunct professor at U of Ottawa
LL.M. Ph.D.; called in NY (‘01), BC (‘07), AB (‘13), ON (‘17)
Family law litigator with impressive courtroom track record
including major family law victory at the ONCA; award winning
journalist
Exceptional legal researcher; prize recipient for research and
writing
Summa cum laude and silver medallist in law school with several
awards; articled at Lerners LLP
Articled with the ABCA and Miller Thomson; research assistant;
freelance writer; awards and recognitions; called to the BC bar
Fluent in French and Spanish; called in ON and BC; author of
several articles and editorial peer reviewer for law journal

TVA’s network of over 90
Virtual Associates® contract
lawyers provide you access
to a full array of expertise
across Canada. Practice
areas include:
Administrative
Bankruptcy
Civil Litigation
Class Actions
Commercial Litigation
Constitutional
Construction
Copyright Law
Corporate
Criminal
Employment
Environmental
Estates Litigation
Estates & Wills
Family
Health
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Immigration
Indigenous Law
Injunctions
International
Insurance Defence
Intellectual Property
Labour
Municipal
Pensions
Personal Injury
Product Liability
Privacy
Real Estate
Real Property Litigation
Securities
Tax
WSIB

The Distinctive Value To Your Firm

Increase profits and control costs
 Outsource the work for which you cannot bill your full hourly rate, and devote
your valuable time to the more profitable work.
 Capitalize on the up-to-date technological and research skills of Virtual
Associates® contract lawyers.
 Charge your client a premium over TVA's below market hourly rates.
 Manage your peak periods without adding the overhead associated with fulltime associates.
 Compete with full service firms by accepting work outside your practice area
and outsourcing to senior Virtual Associates® contract lawyers.
 Increase your client base by accepting clients you would otherwise have to
decline, given your workload, with the assistance of TVA’s project manager.
 Increase the time available for client development.
 Reduce the costs associated with travelling out-of-town by outsourcing such
work to Virtual Associates® contract lawyers.
Manage the growth of your practice
 Handle large projects without disrupting your associates' current assignments.
 Access the varied skills and expertise of TVA to satisfy the needs of your diverse
practice.
 Determine whether you can provide enough work to justify hiring additional
associates and students.
 Manage the transition of articling students smoothly by using Virtual Associates®
contract lawyers when you are temporarily short-staffed or while new students
are being integrated.
 Sample the legal work of a variety of lawyers before making a hiring decision.
Increase career satisfaction
 Give yourself the freedom to focus on the rewarding aspects of your practice.
 Decrease the stress of servicing your clients during peak periods.
 Enhance the energy and morale of your associates and students by ensuring that
they are not working above capacity.
 Enjoy your vacations or maternity leave with peace of mind that TVA is
managing your workload in your absence.
Enhance client service
 Enhance your flexibility to respond to your clients' needs during peak periods.
 Compete with large firms by accessing a team of Virtual Associates® contract
lawyers on demand.
 Eliminate the delays that arise from scheduling conflicts.
 Ensure your legal work is performed as efficiently and quickly as possible, even
when you are working above capacity.

